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Preparing for the conference:
▪ The recommended browsers for using the TalkRoom conference are Chrome and Firefox.
▪ It is recommended to use a wired internet connection instead of relying on Wi-Fi.
▪ It is recommended to use a headset with an in-built microphone for better audio quality.

Join webinar session:
Once a Speaker is successfully logged into his/her TalkRoom account, the below Dashboard page appears.
In the ‘Upcoming webinars’ block, Speakers and participants can see their upcoming webinars.

Click on the webinar event. In this case click on the ‘BDO EnableGST Walkthrough’ webinar.
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Webinar session screen will get displayed. Click on the ‘Join session’ button to join the webinar session.
The button will be disabled for all other participants until the speaker joins the session.

Webinar screen will open in a new window. Select the option of your choice to join the audio in the
webinar session.
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If you chose Microphone, then allow the application to access the microphone by clicking on ‘Allow’. Then
click on ‘Yes’ in the pop-up.
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Follow the instructions mentioned in the below pop-up. If you are able to hear your audio then click on
‘Yes’, and if not then click on ‘No’ to test the ‘microphone’ and ‘speakers’.

If the microphone is not working, then follow the steps mentioned in ‘Setting up a microphone’

Webinar session starts:
The conference room is divided into parts. Each part has its own function such as attendee list, camera,
voice, chat, presentation screen etc.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The button on the top of the screen (1) allows the speaker to start recording webinar session.
The left-side (2) is the area where the public chat and all attendees (participants) are listed and are
by default muted (listen only mode) and locked. The speaker can unmute/mute all participants at
once via the setting icon on the bottom of this area.
The action button (3) allows the speaker to start a poll, upload presentation and share an external
video.
The button at the bottom of the screen (4) allows the speaker to share their webcam, audio and
screen.
The main screen (5 & 6) shows a presentation and whiteboard with some tools like pencil, color, text
etc.
The 3 dot buttons on the top right of the screen (7) allow the speaker to enable full screen, settings,
end meeting and logout the session.
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Start/Stop recording:
The speaker can choose the segments of their session that are recorded by clicking the Stop/Start
Recording button.

Upload presentation:
The speaker can upload presentation files like pdf or pptx for all viewers by clicking on ‘Upload
Presentation’ button.
The speaker can also give viewers the ability to download a presentation.
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When uploading a presentation, the speaker can click the Upload Presentation button and then
check ‘Allow presentation to be downloaded’ as shown.

Webcam:
The speaker can connect with the participants using the webcam feature. Rest of the participants can
also use this feature and be a part of the session. If needed, the speaker also has an option of muting the
other participants.
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Screen sharing:
The speaker can share the screen with other participants by following the procedure given below.
To start screen sharing, the speaker should click the screen sharing icon at bottom. Options are displayed
to share ‘the Entire Screen’, ‘Application Window’ and ‘Chrome Tab’.

Select the screen share option and click on the Share button.
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Polling:
The speaker can use polls to increase participant engagement and use those results to teach key concepts.
The speaker can initiate a poll at any time. To initiate a poll, click on the Polling button

The speaker can select poll options like Yes/No, True/False, A/B, Custom poll, etc.
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In this case, ‘Yes/No’ poll is selected. The below poll response panel appears showing the incoming results
in real-time.

From the participants’ perspective, when the speaker initiates a poll, participants will hear a soft beep
and see the poll choices that appears under the slide as shown below.
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The speaker can see live results after participants respond to the polls.

The speaker can publish the same poll result to all participants by clicking on the ‘Publish polling results’
button. The poll result will then be displayed at bottom of the whiteboard.
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Click on the ‘Bin’ icon at right to clear the published poll result.

Allow mic option to other participants:
In TalkRoom, all participants are by default locked and muted (listen only) as they join a webinar session.
So, in between sessions, the speaker can allow other participants to speak in the session by clicking on the
participant as shown below. Then, the unlocked participant can activate their mic by clicking on the top
audio button.
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If the speaker wants to mute all participants, then the speaker can do so at once via the setting icon at
participants area.

The speaker can also manage some participant options to restrict them from using specific features like
Share webcam, see other viewers webcams, share microphone, etc. by clicking on ‘Lock viewers.’
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Assign speaker role to other participants:
The speaker can now give other participants the ability to present a session by clicking on the participant
as shown below.

End session and logout:
When the speaker logs out of the session, they will have the option to immediately end the session.
Selecting ‘End meeting’ will cause webinar to immediately end the session, which in turn kicks out all
other participants and initiates the processing of the recording (if the session was set to be recorded).
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Troubleshooting:
Setting up a microphone:
If your microphone is not working, then go to the sound settings of your system to make sure that the
microphone setting is enabled. Right click on the sound icon and select ‘Sounds’ from the appeared list.

Then select ‘Recording’ tab and double click on the ‘Microphone’ option.
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The Microphone Properties window will open. Go to ‘Levels’ tab and click on the sound icon to unmute the
microphone in your system. Then click on ‘Ok’ to save your setting and retest your microphone in webinar
session.

After this you can successfully access the microphone in the webinar session.
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